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As historians J.L. Granatstein and Norman Hillmer argue elsewhere in 
this volume, it was abundantly clear by the 1930s that Canada’s national 
interest lay in increasingly closer defence relations with the United States. 
British political and military weakness, already apparent in the face of 
growing Japanese militarism and Nazi aggression in Europe, left Can-
ada exposed and isolated on the North American continent with only the 
United States for company. Then, as it would in 1945 and again today, 
an uncertain and fearful Washington looked north towards its vulnerable 
border as a source of danger. While Canada itself was clearly no threat, 
American policy-makers fretted that its lacklustre defence efforts made it a 
potential launching pad for an attack on the American homeland. Already, 
by 1934, President Franklin Roosevelt was anxious to establish some form 
of bilateral continental security cooperation to address this threat.

This chapter explores the readiness of Canadian diplomats to recog-
nize this changed reality and their capacity to deal with the consequences 
effectively. For O.D. Skelton, Canada’s influential under-secretary of state 
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for external affairs, continentalist connections with the United States – 
economic, political, or military – initially seemed to offer Canada an op-
portunity to extract itself from the dangerous connections to the weakened 
and bankrupt British Empire that had killed 60,000 Canadians during 
the First World War. But this continentalist view was slow to triumph. 
Of course, part of the problem lay south of the border, where many of 
Roosevelt’s key foreign policy aides, worried about the president’s interest 
in Canadian security at a time when American opinion was profoundly 
isolationist, sought to block security cooperation with Canada. This was 
compounded by more important considerations north of the border. Prime 
Minister W.L. Mackenzie King showed little inclination to take a North 
American road when it came to security. Officers in the department of na-
tional defence, too often British by training and outlook, mounted a deter-
mined opposition to closer security ties with the United States. More im-
portant, Skelton and his diplomats in External Affairs too found reasons, 
thanks to American clumsiness and the vast continental power disparity, to 
suspect Washington’s motivations after 1936. As a result, Canadians were 
slow to acknowledge where their national security interests really lay in 
the 1930s, delaying genuine continental defence cooperation until German 
power threatened Britain’s, and Canada’s, very survival in 1940.

Canada had only a sporadic formal defence relationship with the 
United States before the 1930s. The two countries had cooperated briefly 
during the final years of the First World War to coordinate military plans 
and industrial cooperation. The United States and Pacific security loomed 
large again for Canadians in 1921, when Britain proposed to renew the 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance over strong American, and then Canadian, ob-
jections. Formal defence relations reverberated too through the halls of 
Parliament in 1923, when the dynamic prophet of American air power, 
Brigadier General William (Billy) Mitchell, unsuccessfully floated the idea 
of a bilateral aviation alliance.1 Ottawa’s lack of official interest in building 
bilateral military connections with Washington was confirmed in 1927. 
Concerned by the volume of traffic between military authorities in Ottawa 
and British military attachés in the United States, Canada’s first minis-
ter at its new legation in Washington, Vincent Massey, insisted that Can-
adians “must stand on our own feet” and recommended posting Canadian 
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military attachés to London and Washington. “Damn nonsense,” sniffed 
the prime minister, quickly killing Massey’s sensible proposal.2

The absence of Canadian military officers in the Washington lega-
tion in the early 1930s meant that the young mission was ill-prepared to 
anticipate and handle American security concerns in the face of Japan’s 
growing aggressiveness in the Far East. Certainly, United States Army Air 
Corps (AAC) plans to conduct operations in western Canada and Alaska 
caught Canadian officials by surprise in 1934. Keen to restore its tattered 
prestige, worried about Japan’s ambitions and strength, and recalling Billy 
Mitchell’s earlier notions for a northern aviation alliance, the Air Corps 
proposed sending ten bombers to Alaska through Canada. The AAC told 
the State Department vaguely that the flight would “further” relations with 
Canada. However, the corps’ secret orders directed the flight to assess “the 
practicability of dispatching an air force to Alaska” in the event of war with 
Japan.3

Canada’s chief of the general staff, General A.G.L. McNaughton, was 
not fooled. Anxious to maintain good relations with Washington – he told 
Maurice Hankey, secretary of Britain’s powerful Committee on Imper-
ial Defence (CID), in December 1934 that estrangement from the United 
States only aided Canadians “opposed to cooperation with the Empire in 
time of war” – McNaughton feared that neither the United States nor Japan 
would respect Canada’s neutrality in a conflict. Indeed, he thought that the 
United States might even intervene militarily in British Columbia.4 Label-
ling the Alaskan flight a military reconnaissance likely to induce “similar 
requests from any other foreign power that could not well be refused,” the 
general worried that acquiescence would “make it very difficult to maintain 
our neutrality.”5

McNaughton, who was castigated as a “little Canadian” anti-imperial-
ist by some of his officers,6 enjoyed the confidence of Conservative prime 
minister R.B. Bennett. As historian Steve Harris has argued, the general 
was guided by two overarching objectives: modernizing the army so that it 
could fight again in Europe alongside British forces if needed; and making 
the military into the pre-eminent adviser on security matters to the Can-
adian government. McNaughton’s ambitions put him up against Skelton, 
whom King described as the “ablest man in the public service.”7 Skelton 
saw himself as a Canadian nationalist and believed that calls for imperial 
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solidarity “concealed a hard-headed attempt to exploit colonial loyalties 
for the benefit of Great Britain.”8 Convinced that a strong Canadian mil-
itary meant involvement in more bloody imperial wars, Skelton refused 
to allow his department to plan jointly with the Department of National 
Defence and opposed forming a Canadian defence committee that would 
bring together key departments to ponder security issues. As for relations 
with the United States, Skelton felt that Canada’s security lay “in her own 
reasonableness, the decency of her neighbour, and the steady development 
of friendly intercourse, common standards of conduct, and common points 
of view.” As an American diplomat observed in 1934, Skelton “has always 
been a friend of the United States and an advocate of more confident rela-
tions with us.”9 Skelton doubted that allowing American planes to overfly 
Canada once would imply a permanent arrangement. He challenged Mc-
Naughton’s claim that other countries might seek similar rights, pointing 
out that Washington “alone possesses territory on this continent between 
which a route through Canada is a natural one.” Still, as a sop to Mc-
Naughton – National Defence had asked Skelton not to mention its con-
cerns about the planned flight path to the Americans – Skelton asked that 
the Air Corps avoid the commercially promising Mackenzie River Valley. 
But when puzzled American Legation official Pierre de la Boal said that 
this policy was “likely to be looked upon in both countries as a measure 
prompted by military considerations quite unusual in the relationship be-
tween Canada and the United States and reminiscent of the inhibitions 
which exist in other parts of the world,”10 Skelton told Bennett that “it 
would be preferable to refuse on the ground that the route is not available 
rather than bringing in any military defence issues.” McNaughton pro-
tested that opening a route for American warplanes in a war with Japan 
involved broad issues associated with the maintenance of Canadian neu-
trality. Bennett was unconvinced. Indeed, the prime minister permitted 
the Air Corps fliers to employ the Mackenzie Valley path.11

Skelton was harder on America, as historian Norman Hillmer ob-
serves in his chapter, than his historical reputation suggests. The under-
secretary soon regretted his reasonableness when the Washington Herald 
declared that the Air Corps’s flight would test the route’s value in a war 
with Japan. Skelton feared that relations with Japan would suffer if Canada 
was seen to help Washington prepare to confront Tokyo in the Pacific and 
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he insisted that the Herald ’s claim made it impossible to permit further 
military flights to Alaska. While Skelton declined to obstruct the approved 
mission, American minister Warren Robbins correctly observed that the 
disclosure had strengthened the position of the Department of National 
Defence, which was already inclined “to view our military operations with 
some suspicion.”12

The Army Air Corps’s flight north in July 1934 drew huge crowds at 
five Canadian stops from Winnipeg to Whitehorse. The American consul 
in Edmonton proudly reported that locally based Canadian servicemen ex-
pressed pleasure “over what they regard as a symbol of identity between the 
interests of Canada and the United States in the matter of Alaskan defense.” 
Flight leader Colonel H.H. Arnold, a Mitchell acolyte and the future head 
of United States air forces in World War II, declared that an Alaskan fly-
way was feasible.13 Yet bilateral security relations languished. Carping to 
the British War Office that “the gradual establishment of a practice of dis-
patching aircraft to Alaska over Canadian territory might give rise to a 
rather awkward situation on some future occasion,” McNaughton did more 
than complain. Wanting options other than cooperation with Washing-
ton, the chief of the general staff laid plans for Defence Scheme No. 2, a 
plan to assert Canada’s neutrality forcefully in any military confrontation 
between Japan and the United States not involving Britain.14 Some in the 
Department of External Affairs also now viewed American plans more 
cynically. After the United States Navy surveyed the Aleutians in 1934 for 
bases against Japan and then announced large north Pacific naval exercises 
for 1935, an acerbic Hume Wrong – he had called the United States a “a 
barbarous country” in 1928 – warned that these plans to militarize the 
Pacific constituted “a matter of deep interest and concern to Canada.”15

Canadian worries about American plans deepened when the House 
of Representatives’ Committee on Military Affairs examined a proposal 
for an Army Air Corps base in the Great Lakes region during in-camera 
hearings in February 1935. Brigadier General C.E. Kilbourne fretted that 
it “would look as though we contemplated passing away from the century-
old principle that our Canadian border needs no defense.” But AAC officer 
Captain H.L. George countered that British warplanes could shuttle via 
Labrador to bomb American cities. General F.M. Andrews, command-
er General Headquarters Air Force, doubted that Canada would join an 
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anti-United States coalition; but if it did, American bombers flying from 
the new base could strike Toronto and Montreal. Emphasizing the import-
ance of aerial warfare’s short operational lines, Lt. Colonel J.D. Reardan 
stressed that only Canada offered such a threat. If Canada could not stop 
hostile powers from attacking the United States, Reardan concluded that 
we “would have to do so.”16 These were not marginalized opinions. The 
1933 Drum Board report, a 1934 Baker Board submission, a general head-
quarters report, and two U.S. Navy documents all had identified potential 
aerial threats coming from Canada.17 When the Government Printing Of-
fice mistakenly released the testimony in April 1935, the Washington Post 
chastised President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s “hypocrisy” for advocating a 
Good Neighbor policy while his military plotted Canada’s doom. In re-
sponse, the committee’s chair, Representative J.J. McSwain, argued that 
the base was analogous to France’s Maginot Line and was designed “not 
against Belgium, but against what might come over or through Belgium.” 
He added that the limits on Great Lakes warships imposed by the Rush-
Bagot Agreement of 1817 did not apply to aircraft and that American for-
tifications lined the Canadian frontier.18 An incensed Under Secretary of 
State William Phillips assured Wrong that such “provocative references to 
Canada” were uncalled for. Roosevelt, in turn, repudiated the testimony 
and forced public apologies from McSwain and Secretary of War George 
Dern.19

The president’s “well merited rebuke” mollified critics, although Can-
adian and British newspapers were “inclined to treat the matter with a 
good deal of ridicule at the expense of the Congressional Committee and 
of our military authorities.”20 Initially amused by the public fumblings in 
Washington, Skelton told Boal on 2 May that he would not have objected 
had the project proceeded quietly. On further reflection, however, the Can-
adian official concluded that Congress had camouflaged the facility’s loca-
tion and purpose by describing it as an intermediate flight station. Skelton, 
making clear that the revelations could affect Canada’s attitude towards a 
United States–Japan conflict, now believed that the Air Corps had delib-
erately forced Canada’s hand in 1934. To ensure that Air Corps overflights 
should not become a matter of course, the under-secretary demanded that 
American planes adopt flight paths that minimized Canadian geographic 
and political exposure.21 Skelton’s considered statements contrasted sharply 
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with McNaughton’s views. McNaughton urged Prime Minister Bennett 
on 5 April to rebuild Canada’s military since an American incursion into 
British Columbia could end Canada’s political independence.22 The general 
argued that the United States “would not hesitate for one moment to oc-
cupy our country in order to deny potential bases to their enemy” and in-
sisted that the testimony of the committee of the House of Representatives 
presaged “an American protectorate over Canada.” Largely unmoved by 
this plea, Bennett offered National Defence a handful of new warplanes.23

McNaughton’s fear was at least partly valid. In 1924 Billy Mitchell 
had warned that if the United States and Japan clashed, “Canada would 
either openly side with the United States or run the risk of occupation.”24 
While he praised Norman Armour, the new United States minister to 
Canada, as “one of the crack men in the Foreign Service,” Wrong ridiculed 
assertions that Roosevelt’s administration did “not in any of its plans or 
policies envisage the possibility of any change in the friendly relationship 
between the United States and any foreign country.” If so, he asked, why 
have a military?25 Once hopeful that the president would fix the grievous 
economic injustices that Canada had suffered at protectionist American 
hands at the start of the Great Depression, Wrong found it difficult “to 
find one positive action taken by the Roosevelt Administration which has 
been beneficial to Canada.” He added that “this Administration has proved 
itself more strongly isolationist than its two predecessors.” Roosevelt was 
“undoubtedly” full of good will towards Canada, but so far it “has been 
shown in words and not in deeds.” Unless something useful happened 
soon, his Good Neighbor Policy would stand as nothing “more than a slick 
and hypocritical phase.”26

Something quite useful soon followed Wrong’s complaint. Triumph-
ant at the polls in October 1935 after five years in opposition, King quickly 
signed a trade deal with Roosevelt, fulfilling Robbins’ claim that the Lib-
eral Party was “a little bit” more inclined “than the other party to play 
the game with us.”27 Skelton told Armour that he sought the creation of 
a “North American mind” to stop Canada from being further drawn into 
a “world-wide British economic empire whose interests, as progressively 
developed from London, might soon diverge seriously from” American 
needs. Armour was also pleased that King preferred “the American road.”28 
King, a master of fuzzy statements, hoped that Canada might “link” the 
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United States and Britain during the London Naval Conference and Italy’s 
invasion of Ethiopia. Declaring that “we must stand together on all these 
questions,” King saw the trade deal as the “herald of a better day and a 
better way” for a troubled world.29 Even Wrong, surprisingly, agreed that 
Roosevelt was reaching beyond isolationism for a new foreign policy, “the 
definition of which is of immense importance to Canada as a North Amer-
ican country, as part of the British Commonwealth, and as a member of the 
League of Nations.”30

Indeed, unknown to Canadians, Roosevelt had already begun to think 
in these broad terms. Increasingly fearful of growing German and Japanese 
power, he told Secretary of State Sumner Welles as early as 1933 that “we 
here on this Continent must work out a continental understanding of iden-
tification of interests.” When Britain pondered naval concessions to Japan 
in 1934, the president threatened “to approach public sentiment in Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa in a definite way to make these 
dominions understand clearly that their future security is linked with us 
in the United States.”31 After telling Quebecers in July 1936 that the un-
defended Canada–United States frontier inspired other nations to live in 
peace, Roosevelt informed King privately that some American senators fa-
voured military intervention if Japan attacked British Columbia.32 Anxious 
to flesh out his continental vision, the president backed proposals to build 
a highway through Canada to Alaska so that American forces could reach 
the state quickly in a crisis. When a Canadian military report claimed 
that U.S. Army planning was “based on the general idea of a Far Eastern 
country making an attack on the United States by way of Canada,”33 King’s 
previously parsimonious Cabinet speedily approved $200 million in new 
military spending with an emphasis on west coast defence. The alterna-
tive, King claimed, was relying on Washington’s protection and “losing 
our independence.”34

The possibility that a highway to Alaska might have its military uses 
was not a new subject, but it was a troubling one. In 1931, a joint Canadian–
American board, anxious to build a highway to boost economic develop-
ment, had said it “would have no more military significance than any other 
road that might extend north beyond the British Columbia boundary.” 
Still, its American members, echoing Mitchell, had agreed it could possess 
“a very definite value from an aviation standpoint in cases where Canada 
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and the United States might be allies.”35 Before leaving the Department of 
National Defence for a post with the National Research Council in 1935, 
McNaughton cautioned that the road “would confront us with a somewhat 
delicate situation.” Even if the United States had no desire to use the road 
militarily, the new chief of the general staff, Major General E.C. Ashton, 
concluded in “a great international struggle military necessity would tend 
to overcome political scruples.” Canada would be foolish to create “what 
would then become a military asset of a very high order if possessed or 
utilized by our neighbours to the south.”36 Skelton was more judicious. He 
thought the route a perfectly intelligible aspiration by west coast peoples 
and argued that unless Canada “incurred a ‘moral’ obligation by allowing 
the United States to assume the … cost of building the highway in Can-
adian territory,” Ashton’s worries should not “be allowed to overcome such 
a project.” As a result, when American diplomats met with a senior Exter-
nal Affairs official to inquire about the highway in October 1936, Coun-
sellor Loring Christie, though he offered no official support, stated that 
Canadian military objections to the road merited no consideration.37

Christie’s reluctance to discuss the highway’s security implications re-
flected his growing concern about the deteriorating global situation and 
American motives in seeking closer relations with Canada. When King 
travelled to Washington in March 1937 to encourage a re-elected Roos-
evelt to confront communism and fascism in an effort to prevent another 
war, Christie was skeptical.38 Fervently opposed to Canadian participa-
tion in international collective security, Christie advised King in 1937 that 
relying upon America could render Canada an American protectorate.39 

Skelton agreed. Canada could not “escape being affected by developments 
elsewhere,” he admitted. But, he added, Canada was “still the most se-
cure, the least exposed of all countries,” and it did not need American or 
British aid.40 At the White House, Roosevelt told King that an Alaska 
Highway “would be of a great military advantage, in the event of trouble 
with Japan.” When King asserted that while some Canadians believed that 
America’s controversial Monroe Doctrine of 1823 protected them from ex-
tra-hemispheric threats, “no self-respecting [Canadian] Government could 
countenance any such view,” the president replied soothingly that “what we 
would like would be for Canada to have a few patrol boats on the Pacific 
Coast, and to see that her coast fortifications around Vancouver were of 
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a character to be effective there.” As King later told Armour in Ottawa, 
Roosevelt had discussed Canada’s security in such “a nice way and without 
in any way suggesting how Canada should handle her own affairs.”41 But if 
a pleased King sought in an undefined manner to bridge Anglo-American 
differences over the response to fascist and communist aggression, Skelton 
remarked caustically to a visiting American that a bridge was designed “to 
be walked on.”42

Indeed, the tread of heavy boots resounded following Japan’s attack 
upon China in July 1937. Neither London nor Washington individually 
had the political will or military strength to re-establish the shifting bal-
ance of power in Asia. British overtures to Washington to mediate the 
conflict jointly were rejected by Roosevelt, who sought “cooperation on 
parallel but independent lines.”43 And Roosevelt expected Canada to fall 
into line. As a result, when Ottawa declined to endorse Secretary of State 
Cordell Hull’s peace plan, J. Pierrepont Moffat, assistant under-secretary 
of state for Western European affairs, had Armour browbeat Skelton to 
back the initiative.44

More important, the crisis strengthened American interest in closer 
continental security relations, and in early August, the president told Hull 
that he wanted an Alaska Highway “as soon as possible.” When Hull re-
ported that Canada had shown little inclination to discuss the matter, Ar-
mour suggested that a presidential visit to British Columbia would empha-
size the “solidarity existing between our own northwest and the stretch of 
territory separating Alaska from the continental United States.”45 Confident 
that a visit would influence opinion in the right quarters, Armour assured 
Moffat that Canada’s governor general, Lord Tweedsmuir, felt an Alaska 
Highway would have enormous strategic importance. Moffat was doubt-
ful, fearful that the Canadians might misinterpret the stopover’s ration-
ale.46 Hull overruled his under-secretary and Roosevelt briefly stopped in 
Victoria on September 30 to give a short public address.47

The visit, however, did not remove Canadian doubts about closer 
cooperation with Washington, and when Roosevelt asked for talks on an 
Alaskan highway in September, Ottawa was unsure how to react. Skelton 
was inclined to reject the request, pointing out that internal east-west com-
munications ranked first. Christie was more diplomatic. Worried that the 
White House might resent a rejection and keen to keep the matter on an 
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“economic plane,” Christie suggested a joint feasibility study. If Washing-
ton insisted on paying, Christie cautioned that Canadian military objec-
tions “presumably would have to be considered.”48 

The American president had more than just Canada on his mind. In 
late July 1937, he had asked British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain to 
come to Washington to discuss broad questions of global stability. Though 
the dire Asian events “justified our worst fears” and cordial relations with 
totalitarian states seemed unlikely, Chamberlain declined to meet any time 
soon.49 Thus, in October, Roosevelt declared that “peace-loving nations 
must make a concerted effort” to quarantine countries seeking to foster 
international anarchy and instability. In response to critics, who worried 
that his plan could lead to a war with Japan, the president argued for a 
general peace treaty, not political and military sanctions50 Historian James 
MacGregor Burns has argued that the speech was a trial balloon to test the 
public mood; when the mood proved “unheroic,” Roosevelt “pulled in his 
horns further.”51 When the League announced a nine-power conference 
in November to discuss China, the president told Hull, Welles, and his 
personal representative to the talks, Norman Davis, that if mediation of 
the Sino-Japanese conflict failed, he would consider further steps. Smart-
ing from Chamberlain’s rejection, he told Davis in October that the United 
States would not lead against Japan as it could not “afford to be made, in 
popular opinion at home, a tail to the British kite.”52

Against this uncertain background, Roosevelt saw greater security 
cooperation with Canada as a step towards meeting American goals in 
the Pacific. Buoyed by his Victoria trip, which he judged a great success, 
the president told Armour in September that he wanted coordinated de-
fence plans “for that important section of territory lying between northern 
Washington [state] and the ‘panhandle’ of Alaska.” Describing British Col-
umbia as defenceless, Roosevelt dismissed Armour’s rejoinder that Canada 
had begun to revamp its coast defences. Recalling Anglo-American naval 
cooperation in the North Pacific in 1917–18, he wanted a U.S. Navy officer 
to broach the subject in Ottawa. Armour suggested instead that King or 
his minister of national defence, Ian Mackenzie, meet with Roosevelt or 
Hull. Wisely, Armour consulted the influential under-secretary of state, 
Welles, who was doubtful. Like his two closest assistants, Moffat and 
Adolf Berle, Welles practised “Europhobic-Hemispherism” and opposed 
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speaking to Ottawa lest the United States find itself drawn into Britain’s 
imperial affairs.53

Welles’ fears that Roosevelt might be using a Canadian back door to 
secure an alliance with Britain against Japan seemed justified by events 
in late 1937. While the nine-power conference failed to resolve the Si-
no-Japanese conflict, neither the United States nor Britain offended “one 
another over the crisis: a feat of diplomatic trust, full of hope for future 
cooperation.”54 In late November, a hopeful Chamberlain told British Am-
bassador Robert Lindsay to seek Anglo-American naval conversations and 
an overwhelming display of naval force in the Pacific. Welles declined to 
cooperate since the United States would have to provide the naval display.55 
Davis, an Anglophile who counted many friends among British diplomats, 
championed the view “that the existence of the British Empire is essen-
tial to the national security of the United States and that while we should 
not follow Great Britain nevertheless we should not allow the Empire to 
be endangered.” This was a view that Moffat ridiculed, and when Davis 
groused that Canada wanted to benefit from geography, imperial ties, and 
its friendship with the United States without assuming any responsibilities, 
Moffat declared “three cheers for Canada.”56 Even so, though he opposed 
Armour’s renewed suggestions that King should use a planned vacation in 
Florida to meet with Roosevelt in December, Welles promised to raise the 
issue with the president despite his fear that Roosevelt might be seeking 
a dangerous British alliance through a back door.57 While Armour agreed 
the matter should not be hurried, he told Welles that Canada’s Colonel 
Harry Crerar had met United States Army Chief General Malin Craig 
in November. Thinking that this chat may have marked the “first move” 
towards the president’s goal of closer defence cooperation with Canada, 
the American minister in Ottawa sent Welles news clippings about Brit-
ish Columbia’s new fortifications. As Canada was finally awakening to the 
necessity of west coast defences, Armour thought this would be as good a 
time as any to initiate military conversations.58

Japan’s shocking sinking of the USS Panay on the Yangtze River and its 
attacks upon British ships in Chinese waters in early December 1937 gen-
erated a war scare. Britain, or so American diplomats reported, was anxious 
for a synchronized Anglo-American response. Berle believed that this re-
quest for synchronicity, so reminiscent of British manipulations during the 
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1915 Lusitania crisis, was Davis’s doing, while Moffat assailed Britain for 
“treating us as their seventh dominion.” When Lindsay broached the mat-
ter in mid-December, Welles preferred concurrent action. But Roosevelt 
overruled Welles and sent Captain Royal Ingersoll to London for direct 
naval talks with the Admiralty about possible joint action against Japan.

Meanwhile, on December 20, Welles forwarded Armour’s letter of 
December 17, asking Roosevelt to “let me know what your desires may be.” 
Ever cautious of the anti-British and isolationist lobby, Roosevelt insisted 
that “nothing … be put in writing,” but he finally invited King to visit 
Washington in January.59 King declined, worried that his presence in the 
American capital might damage ongoing Anglo-American trade talks. A 
reluctance to act decisively typified the cautious King; as he told a British 
diplomat in 1938, “his experience of political life had taught him that any 
success he had attained had been due far more to avoiding action rather 
than taking action.”60 Armour explained Roosevelt’s desires personally to 
King in early January 1938 but failed to change his mind. When the prime 
minister nervously offered a spring visit to the American capital, Armour 
countered that Canadian officers could begin security discussions with 
Craig and Admiral William Leahy immediately and “without any publi-
city.” King agreed that such a discussion might be useful, but tempered his 
interest by adding that he “was merely thinking out loud.”61

In early January, in what Armour called an extraordinary coincidence, 
Canadian newspapers discussed British Columbia’s coastal defences, 
Anglo-American staff talks, and a possible Canada–United States west 
coast security scheme.62 Four days later, Skelton told Armour there was 
“much to be said for getting our defence programme on a realistic North 
American basis.” Still, given his history of suspicion towards military plan-
ning, Skelton did not want “such discussions to take place solely between 
technical defence officials.”63 Ashton, who had sent officers to Washington 
in 1937 to study American military industrial mobilization plans, was cau-
tious. He told his minister, Ian Mackenzie, that he wanted definite as-
surances that Roosevelt “would safeguard Canada’s situation and would 
not force her into a serious situation.” Having complained in 1937 about 
“the frequent difficulties experienced by this Department in the pursuit 
of its approved objectives through obstruction or, at least, lack of sympa-
thetic action elsewhere,” Ashton condemned the “ultra-isolationist” view 
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that Canada need not fight at Britain’s side, a clear swipe at Skelton and 
Christie. That policy, Ashton asserted, comprised “an act of secession from 
the Commonwealth” while a defenceless Canada would obviously concern 
the United States. Crerar, whom Armour had suspected of starting this 
process with his November 1937 meeting with General Craig, thought 
that enhanced security cooperation with the United States would “knock 
the feet from under” subversive Canadians who opposed joint military in-
itiatives sponsored by Britain.64

A few days later, Armour indicated that two Canadian officers would 
be welcome in Washington to meet their American counterparts. Skelton, 
having apparently lost the fight (if there had been one) to send External 
Affairs officials with the military officers, insisted that Canada’s legation 
in Washington must host the talks to ensure no “possibility of the slightest 
publicity.”65 There were other last minute complications. Prompted by the 
anglophile Canadian minister Herbert Marler, Commodore Percy Nelles 
proposed inviting British military attachés in Washington to join the talks 
between the Canadian and American officers at the legation. Warning 
that he “could not receive the British Military Attaché,” Craig balked and 
phoned Welles for guidance. Concerned that Canada was trying to bring 
Britain into the talks, a dangerous complication if the American press 
got wind of the matter, Welles ruled that only Craig and Leahy, not the 
Canadians, could provide American defence data to the British.66 Lacking 
knowledge of potential topics, Ashton was authorized “to give and receive 
information, but to make no commitments.” Possessing his own limited 
instructions, but willing to talk soldier to soldier, Craig discussed west 
coast defences generally before offering to defend Canada’s west coast and 
asking if British Columbia’s airfields could support American bombers. 
Stunned, Ashton sought to divert Craig by outlining scenarios facing Can-
ada: an Anglo-Japanese war in Asia; British neutrality in an United States–
Japan war in the north Pacific; and Canada joining an Anglo-American 
conflict against Japan. Craig thought only the third option was relevant 
and dropped his offer to focus on British Columbia airfields and coast de-
fences.67 The next day, while Craig feared considerable Japanese air attacks 
against the west coast, Leahy wished solely to meet Japan’s fleet in the cen-
tral Pacific. The Americans could offer no formal defence commitments, a 
statement the Canadians did not dispute.68
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Had the legation discussions progressed, it is doubtful that Exter-
nal Affairs or King would have welcomed even an informal alliance with 
Washington. In early 1937, after Escott Reid of the Canadian Institute of 
International Affairs suggested a Canada–United States military alliance, 
diplomat Hugh Keenleyside accused Reid of excessive rationality. As-
serting that governments and peoples could not be expected to be “intelli-
gent enough” to see logically the necessities of their situations, Keenleyside 
argued that practical politics ruled out any “serious and well-thought-out 
defensive agreement between Canada and the United States.”69 Keenleyside 
had not misjudged the political situation in Ottawa. Having purchased 
two destroyers in January 1938 expressly to protect the vulnerable west 
coast, less than two months later King felt more strongly than ever “how 
inadequate are Canada’s defence forces, and how necessary it is for us to do 
something to preserve this country to future generations against nations 
that place all their reliance upon force.”70

But King worried too about nations, including the United States, 
which seemed to place their reliance upon resisting force. In August 1938, 
worried by German aggressiveness, Roosevelt sought to send a very public 
message to Adolf Hitler. Taking advantage of a speech in Canada mark-
ing the opening of a bridge linking Ontario with New York State across 
the St. Lawrence River, the American president admitted that his nation 
could no longer say that “the eddies of controversy beyond the seas could 
bring no interest or no harm.” He promised dramatically that “the United 
States will not stand idly by if domination of Canadian soil is threatened 
by any other empire.”71 While Roosevelt claimed that what he had said 
“was so obvious that I cannot understand why some American President 
did not say it half a century ago” and Canada’s media praised the Monroe 
Doctrine’s northern extension,72 King was concerned. The prime minister 
judged Roosevelt’s comments most significant, and he said publicly a few 
days later that his government was “putting our own means of defence in 
order” to make Canada “as immune from attack or possible invasion as we 
can reasonably expect to make it.” During the Munich Crisis, a shaken 
King advised his Cabinet that if Britain was “worsted in a world struggle, 
the only future for Canada would be absorption by the U.S., if we are to be 
saved from an enemy aggressor.”73
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Indeed, until he expressly sought military talks with the United States 
as France collapsed in June 1940, King showed little enthusiasm for any of 
Roosevelt’s security-related schemes. Present in Washington in late 1938 
when Roosevelt suggested producing 50,000 warplanes for the United 
States and western democracies, King declined to commit his nation to 
the president’s plan to build planes in Canadian-based factories. Similarly, 
during the long summer of 1939, with war clearly on the horizon, King 
remained cagey. When Roosevelt mused that the U.S. Navy might need 
access to Halifax’s harbour, the Canadian said that access would depend 
on unspecified “developments.” When a deal was finally struck in late Au-
gust to allow the American military vessels to use Halifax, King insisted 
that use must not interfere with Canadian naval activities.74 Continental 
security only reigned once the August 1940 Ogdensburg Agreement cre-
ated the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. King took the lead, calling 
in the new American minister to Canada, J. Pierrepont Moffat, in June 
1940, to suggest bilateral military staff talks. The prime minister also used 
Christie, now Canada’s minister in Washington, to inform Roosevelt of 
his new willingness to do more. Thus, it was unsurprising when Roosevelt 
asked King in August to meet him in Ogdensburg, New York, to consider 
“the mutual defence of our coasts on the Atlantic.”75 King happily signed 
on when Roosevelt presented him with a short proposal to create a Can-
ada–United States Permanent Joint Board on Defence (PJBD) that would 
formulate continental defence plans for the two governments to consider. 
According to American Secretary of War Henry Stimson a relieved King 
signed the pact “almost with tears in his eyes.”76

Conspicuously absent from the Ogdensburg meeting was Skelton. 
King, instead, took Moffat with him, a choice King apparently did not see 
fit to explain or justify even in the privacy of his diary. If Skelton’s pride 
suffered any injury, it did not show. Indeed, he called the PJBD’s creation 
“the best day’s work for many a year” and a result of “the inevitable sequence 
of public policies and personal relationships, based upon the realization 
of the imperative necessity of close understanding between the English-
speaking peoples.”77 Furthermore, both Skelton and Keenleyside, as early 
as June 1940, had warned King that if the strategic situation worsened – 
Skelton especially feared that Japan might enter the war on Germany’s side 
– Canada would have no choice but to seek American military assistance. 
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According to Keenleyside, the United States might simply demand that 
Canada accept a bilateral continental defence arrangement.78

Theoretical impediments to cooperation ended when the United States 
entered the Second World War in December 1941. Canada’s dual prob-
lem then, as Norman Robertson, Keenleyside, and Reid pointed out in 
1941–42, was to prevent American domination of the Allied war effort 
and ensure that Canada’s interests were protected. As Reid put it, there 
was no sense in “being indignant about what the United States was doing” 
for Canadians “were being treated as children because we have refused to 
behave as adults” in foreign affairs. Reid wanted to bolster the legation in 
Washington, have Canadian officials meet senior State Department of-
ficials regularly, separate the posts of prime minister and secretary of state 
for external affairs, and make “the construction of an effective collective 
system the main goal of our policy.”79 Reid was right in 1942. However, 
his judgment of External Affairs’ stand on security cooperation with the 
United States in the 1930s was unnecessarily harsh. The department’s hesi-
tations carefully sought to balance its national security interests and its 
independent scope to manoeuvre while retaining a circumspect view of a 
powerful United States. Given Roosevelt’s sustained interest in closer bilat-
eral ties and the strong opposition of the Department of National Defence 
to closer ties with the United States, this was not an easy task.
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